
6/25/77 

Dear Paul, 

I have heard of the ABC film special The trial of Lee Harvey Oswald. MY only 
interest in it is for record.. 

There is no predicting the future but there is the chance they can have $2,000,000 
in the can and have to junk it. 

They would deserve it. 
I was told about it when I was in Dallas. I think they were to have begun shooting 'tile I was there. 
For an odd reason I'm both glad and sorry I was not able to get there. I did not 

.want to go to be on TV. It means nothing to me personally and the situation is one in 
which unless it turns a right person on all the good publicity in the world means zero. 
Aix slight chance and Jim's belief that it might not be a bad idea to let people in 
the majpr media know there is a third, a responsible position, are why I did go. 

The night I got home I had a sharp spasm in the more severely damaged leg, the left. 
I limped for part of the day and it passed off. Then about three nights later it happened 
again. this has not worn off completely, I limped for about three days. After about two 
days of this I wrote our medical service. They haven't responded yet. 

Obvious if anything were to happen I'd not want to be a burden to others. I presume 
this would have happened wherever I was. The regret is that out there I might have found 
a good. doctor. 

I'm using may fanciest stationery. Once in a while Lil rushes and makes an off-center 
copy. The other side of this relates to Bey's actually having been picked up by the 
Canadian cops on a jay. waikihr charge and let go when he paid the fine. 

After the King assassination, as I recall. But if before he was an escapee. 
I guess the trip did tire me. I've been sleeping a little late* since getting home. 
But I still put in a long day, lateily with records. Fantastic ones, too. 
Thousands of them. 

Aside from fighting for more and going over what I get there iselittle time for 
anything else. 

Do not be concerned about me. I'm not really uncomfortable except from the uneasiness 
from not knowing and the frustration from the medical indifference. 

We are in court on the King case on hursday. this will be about a year after you 
were there. 

I gather,  you are buoy some weeks and busier other weeks. 
Perhaps this also makes it better that my trip be delayed. 
For the time I spent in Dallas by any measure it was a worthwhile trip. Because of 

all the time taken by the crazy Ray business it was exceptieesily productive. Now I have to find uninterrupted time to draft affidavits. 

"ur best, 


